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Abstract
Given an n-dimensional random variable X with a joint density fX.x1; : : : ; xn/, the density
of Y D h.X/ is computed as a surface integral of fX in two cases: (a) h linear, and (b) h sum of
squares. The integrals use the volume of the Jacobian matrix in a change-of-variables formula.
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1. Introduction
The abbreviation RV of random variable is used throughout. Consider n RVs
.X1; : : : ; Xn/ with a given joint density fX.x1; : : : ; xn/ and an RV
Y D h.X1; : : : ; Xn/ (1)
defined by the mapping h V Rn ! R. The density function fY.y/ of Y is derived
here in two special cases:
h linear V h.X1; : : : ; Xn/ D
nX
iD1
iXi (see Corollary 1); (2)
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h sum of squares V h.X1; : : : ; Xn/ D
nX
iD1
X2i (see Corollary 2): (3)
In both cases, the density fY.y/ is computed as an integral of fX on the surface
V.y/ VD fx 2 Rn V h.x/ D yg;
that is a hyperplane for (2) and a sphere for (3). These integrals are elementary, and
computationally feasible, as illustrated in Appendix A with the computer algebra
package DERIVE [5]. Both results are consequences of Theorem 1, and a comparison
between two integrations, one “classical” and the other using the change-of-variables
formula of [2],Z
V
f .v/ dv D
Z
U
.f  /.u/ vol J.u/ du; (4)
where:
 U  Rn ; V  Rm and m > n,
 f a real-valued function integrable onV,
  is a sufficiently well-behaved function:U!V,
  denotes composition, here .f  /.u/ VD f ..u//,
 J is the Jacobi matrix (or Jacobian) of ,
J VD

oi
ouj

; also denoted
o.v1; v2; : : : ; vm/
o.u1; u2; : : : ; un/
;
representing the derivative of ,
 J is assumed of full-column rank throughoutU, and
 vol J denotes the volume of J , see e.g. [1].
Recall that the volume of an m  n matrix of rank r is
vol A VD
s X
.I;J /2N
det2 AIJ ; (5)
where AIJ is the submatrix of A with rows I and columns J, and N is the index
set of r  r nonsingular submatrices of A. Alternatively, vol A is the product of the
singular values of A. If A is of full column rank, its volume is simply
vol A D
p
det ATA : (6)
If m D n, then vol J D j det Jj, and (4) gives the classical result,Z
V
f .v/ dv D
Z
U
.f  /.u/ det J.u/ du: (7)
The change-of-variables formula (4) is used here for surface integrals, over surfaces
S in Rn given by
xn VD g.x1; x2; : : : ; xn−1/: (8)
Let V be a subset on S, and let U be the projection of V on Rn−1, the space of
variables .x1; : : : ; xn−1/. The surface S is the graph of the mapping  V U!V,
given by its components  VD .1; 2; : : : ; n/;
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i.x1; : : : ; xn−1/ VDxi; i 2 1; n − 1;
n.x1; : : : ; xn−1/ VDg.x1; : : : ; xn−1/:
The Jacobi matrix of  is
J D
0
BBBBBBB@
1 0    0 0
0 1    0 0
0 0
.
.
. 0 0
0 0    1 0
0 0    0 1
gx1 gx2    gxn−2 gxn−1
1
CCCCCCCA
;
where subscripts denote partial differentiation: gx1 D og=ox1, etc. The volume is
vol J D
vuut1 C n−1X
iD1
g2xi : (9)
For any function f integrable onV we therefore have, from (4),Z
V
f .x1; : : : ; xn−1; xn/ dV D
Z
U
f .x1; : : : ; xn−1; g.x1; : : : ; xn−1//

vuut1 C n−1X
iD1
g2xi dx1    dxn−1: (10)
Notation. We use the Euclidean norm
k.x1; : : : ; xn/k VD
vuut nX
iD1
jxij2:
For a random variable X we denote:
 FX.x/ VD ProbfX 6 xg, the distribution function,
 fX.x/ VD .d=dx/FX.x/, the density function,
 EfXg, the expected value,
 VarfXg, the variance,
 X  U.S/, the fact that X is uniformly distributed over the set S,
 X  N.; /, normally distributed with EfXg D , VarfXg D  2,
 X  .p; q/, beta.p; q/ distributed, see (B.5).
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Blanket Assumption. Throughout this paper all random variables are absolutely
continuous, and the indicated densities exist.
2. Probability densities and surface integrals
Let X D .X1; : : : ; Xn/ have joint density fX.x1; : : : ; xn/ and let
y D h.x1; : : : ; xn/; (11)
where h V Rn ! R is sufficiently well behaved, in particular oh=oxn =D 0, and (11)
can be solved for xn,
xn D h−1.yjx1; : : : ; xn−1/ (12)
with x1; : : : ; xn−1 as parameters. By changing variables from fx1; : : : ; xng to
fx1; : : : ; xn−1; yg, and using the fact
det

o.x1; : : : ; xn/
o.x1; : : : ; xn−1; y/

D oh
−1
oy
; (13)
we write the density of Y D h.X1; : : : ; Xn/ as
fY.y/D
Z
Rn−1
fX.x1; : : : ; xn−1; h−1.yjx1; : : : ; xn−1//

oh−1oy
 dx1 : : : dxn−1: (14)
LetV.y/ be the surface given by (11), represented as0
BBB@
x1
:::
xn−1
xn
1
CCCA D
0
BBB@
x1
:::
xn−1
h−1.yjx1; : : : ; xn−1/
1
CCCA D 
0
B@
x1
:::
xn−1
1
CA : (15)
Then the surface integral of fX overV.y/ is given by (10), asZ
V.y/
fX D
Z
Rn−1
fX.x1; : : : ; xn−1; h−1.yj x1; : : : ; xn−1//

vuut1 C n−1X
iD1

oh−1
oxi
2
dx1    dxn−1: (16)
Theorem 1. If the ratio
oh−1
oys
1 C
n−1P
iD1

oh−1
oxi
2 does not depend on x1; : : : ; xn−1; (17)
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then
fY.y/ D
 oh−1oy
s
1 C
n−1P
iD1

oh−1
oxi
2
Z
V.y/
fX: (18)
Proof. A comparison of (16) and (14) gives the density fY as the surface integral
(18). 
Condition (17) holds if V.y/ is a hyperplane (see Section 3) or a sphere, see
Section 4. In these two cases, covering many important probability distributions,
derivation (18) is simpler computationally than classical integration formulae, e.g.
[3, Theorem 5.1.5], [7, Theorem 6.5.4] and transform methods, e.g. [10].
3. Hyperplanes
Let
y D h.x1; : : : ; xn/ VD
nX
iD1
i xi; (19)
where n D .1; : : : ; n/ is a given vector with n =D 0. Then (12) becomes
xn D h−1.yj x1; : : : ; xn−1/ VD y
n
−
n−1X
iD1
i
n
xi (20a)
with
oh−1
oy
D 1
n
;
vuut1 C n−1X
iD1

oh−1
oxi
2
D
vuut1 C n−1X
iD1

i
n
2
D knkjnj : (20b)
Condition (17) thus holds, and the density of P i Xi can be expressed as a sur-
face integral of fX on the hyperplane
H.n; y/ VD
(
x 2 Rn V
nX
iD1
i xi D y
)
(21)
also called the Radon transform .RfX/.n; y/ of fX. The Radon transform can be
computed as an integral on Rn−1, see [2, Example 7],
.RfX/.n; y/D knkjnj
Z
Rn−1
fX
 
x1; : : : ; xn−1;
y
n
−
n−1X
iD1
i
n
xi
!
 dx1 dx2    dxn−1 : (22)
The cases n D 2 and n D 3 are computed in (A.1) and (A.2).
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Note. The normal vector n of the hyperplane (21) can be normalized, and can there-
fore be assumed a unit vector, see e.g. [4, Chapter 3], where the Radon transform
with respect to a hyperplane
H.n0; p/ VD fx 2 Rn V n0  x D pg; kn0k D 1 (23)
is represented as
Lf .p; n0/ D
Z
f .x/ .p − n0  x/ dx;
where ./ is the Dirac delta function. If (21) and (23) represent the same hyperplane,
then the correspondence between .RfX/.n; y/ and Lf .p; n0/ is given by
n0 D nknk ; p D
y
knk :
Corollary 1. Let X D .X1; X2; : : : ; Xn/ be random variables with joint density
fX.x1; x2; : : : ; xn/; and let 0 =D n 2 Rn. The random variable
Y VD
nX
iD1
i Xi (24)
has the density
fY.y/ D .RfX/.n; y/knk : (25)
Proof. Follows from (18), (20b) and (22). 
Explanation of the factor knkin (25): the distance between the hyperplanesH.n; y/
andH.n; y C dy/ is dy=knk.
Example 1 (Bivariate normal distribution). Let .X1; X2/ have the bivariate normal
distribution with zero means and unit variances,
fX.x1; x2/ D 1
2
p
1 − 2 exp
(
−x
2
1 − 2x1x2 C x22
2.1 − 2/
)
(26)
and let Y VD a X1 C b X2. The density of Y is, by (25),
fY.y/D 1p
a2 C b2 .RfX/..a; b/; y/ D
1p
2 
p
a2 C 2 a b  C b2
 exp

− y
2
2 .a2 C 2 a b  C b2/

(see (A.5)/: (27)
Therefore
a X1 C b X2  N.0;
q
a2 C 2 a b  C b2/:
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In particular,
X1 C X2  N

0;
p
2.1 C /

and X1 − X2  N

0;
p
2.1 − /

:
Example 2 (Uniform distribution). Let .X1; X2/ be independent and uniformly dis-
tributed on T0; 1U. Their joint density is
fX.x1; x2/ D

1 if 0 6 x1; x2 6 1;
0 otherwise
and the density of a X1 C b X2 is, by (25),
fa X1Cb X2.y/D
1p
a2 C b2 .RfX/..a; b/; y/
D jy − a − bj − jy − aj − jy − bj C jyj
2 a b
(see (A.7)/: (28)
In particular,
fX1CX2.y/ D
8<
:
y if 0 6 y < 1;
2 − y if 1 6 y 6 2;
0 otherwise
a symmetric triangular distribution on T0; 2U.
4. Spheres
Let
Bn.r/ VDfx 2 Rn V kxk 6 rg (the ball of radius r/;
Sn.r/ VDfx 2 Rn V kxk D rg (the sphere of radius r/;
both centered at the origin. Also,
vn.r/ VD the volume ofBn.r/;
an.r/ VD the area ofSn.r/;
where r is dropped if r D 1, so that
vn VD the volume of the unit ballBn;
an VD the area of the unit sphereSn:
Clearly
vn.r/ D vn rn; an.r/ D an rn−1; dvn.r/ D v0n.r/ dr D an.r/ dr; (29)
and it follows that
an D n vn ; n D 2; 3; : : : (30)
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The area of the unit sphereSn is computed in Example C.1 as
an D 2 
n=2
C
(
n
2
 ; n D 2; 3; : : : (31)
Let
y D h.x1; : : : ; xn/ VD
nX
iD1
x2i ; (32)
which has two solutions (12) for xn, representing the upper and lower hemispheres,
xn D h−1.yj x1; : : : ; xn−1/ VD 
vuuty − n−1X
iD1
x2i (33a)
with
oh−1
oy
D  1
2
q
y −Pn−1iD1 x2i
;
vuut1 C n−1X
iD1

oh−1
oxi
2
D
p
yq
y −Pn−1iD1 x2i
: (33b)
Therefore, condition (17) holds, and the density of P X2i is, by (18), expressed
in terms of the surface integral of fX on the sphereSn.
p
y/ of radius py.
Corollary 2. Let X D .X1; : : : ; Xn/ have joint density fX.x1; : : : ; xn/. The density
of
Y D
nX
iD1
X2i (34)
is
fY.y/ D 12 py
Z
Sn.
p
y/
fX; (35)
where the integral is over the sphereSn.
p
y/ of radius py; computed as an integral
over the ballBn−1.
p
y/;
Z
Sn.
p
y/
fX D
Z
Bn−1.
p
y/
2
4fX
0
@x1; : : : ; xn−1;
vuuty − n−1X
iD1
x2i
1
A
C fX
0
@x1; : : : ; xn−1;−
vuuty − n−1X
iD1
x2i
1
A
3
5
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
p
y dx1    dxn−1q
y −Pn−1iD1 x2i
: (36)
Proof. Eq. (35) follows from (18) and (33b). The surface integral (36) is (10) with
g D h−1. 
An explanation of the factor 2 py in (35): the width of the spherical shell bounded
by the two spheresSn.
p
y/ andSn.
p
y C dy/ is the difference of radiip
y C dy − py  dy
2 py :
Example 3 (Spherical distribution). If the joint density of X D .X1; : : : ; Xn/ is
spherical
fX.x1; : : : ; xn/ D p
 
nX
iD1
x2i
!
; (37)
then Y D PniD1 X2i has the density
fY.y/ D 
n=2
C. n2 /
p.y/ yn=2−1: (38)
Proof. The surface integral of fX overSn.
p
y/ isZ
Sn.
p
y/
fX Dp.y/ an−1.py/
Dp.y/ 2 
n=2
C
(
n
2
 pyn−1
by (31) and (29). The proof is completed by (35). 
Example 4 (2 distribution). If Xi  N.0; 1/ and are independent, i 2 1; n, their
joint density is of the form (37),
fX.x1; : : : ; xn/ D .2/−n=2 exp
(
−
Pn
iD1 x2i
2
)
and (38) gives
fY.y/ D 12n=2 C. n2 /
yn=2−1 exp
n
−y
2
o
; (39)
the 2 distribution with n degrees of freedom.
Example 5 (Random directions in Rn, [6, Section I.10 ]). If X  U.Sn/ (uniform
distribution on the unit sphere), the probability of a surface element on Sn is, by
(C.1),
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dx1dx2    dxn−1
an
q
1 −Pn−1iD1 x2i
: (40)
Random points onSn are also called random directions. We study the distributions
of projections of random directions on lines and hyperplanes.
(a) Let Ln be the length of the projection of a unit vector in Rn on a fixed line
through the origin, say the xn-axis. Then Ln has the density
fLn .x/ D
2
B

1
2 ;
n−1
2
 .1 − x2/.n−3/=2 (41a)
and expected value
E fLng D C
(
n
2

C

1
2

C

nC1
2
 : (41b)
The density (41a) is simplest when n D 3, in which case L3  U.T0; 1U/. This means
that distances to a fixed plane through the center are uniformly distributed onS3.
(b) The square L2n has the beta distribution, see (B.5),
L2n  

n − 1
2
;
1
2

(42a)
with
E fL2ng D
1
n
; Var fL2ng D
2 .n − 1/
n2 .n C 2/ : (42b)
(c) Let Hn be the length of the projection of a unit vector in Rn on a fixed hyper-
plane passing through the origin, say the hyperplane orthogonal to the xn-axis. Then
Hn has the density
fHn .x/ D
2
B

1
2 ;
n−1
2
 xn−2p
1 − x2 ; (43a)
and expected value
EfHng D 2
n − 1
C2. n2 /
C2

n−1
2
 : (43b)
(d) The square H2n has the beta distribution
H2n  

1
2
;
n − 1
2

(44a)
with
EfH2ng D
n − 1
n
; Var fH2ng D
2 .n − 1/
n2 .n C 2/ : (44b)
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Proof. (a) From
jxnj D
vuut1 − n−1X
iD1
x2i
it follows that jxnj 6 t is equivalent to Pn−1iD1 x2i > 1 − t2. Let
A.t/ VD area fx 2SnV jxnj 6 tg:
Then Ln has the distribution function
FLn .x/ D Prob fLn 6 xg D
A.x/
an
:
The area A.x/ is computed by
A.x/D2
Z
1−x26Pn−1iD1 x2i 61
dx1    dxn−1q
1 −Pn−1iD1 x2i
D2 an−1
Z 1
p
1−x2
rn−2 drp
1 − r2 (as in the computation of (C.3)/: (45)
The density of Ln is
fLn .x/D
d
dx
FLn .x/ D
A0.x/
an
D 2 an−1
an
 
− .1 − x
2/
n−2
2
x
! 
− xp
1 − x2

D 2 an−1
an
.1 − x2/.n−3/=2
and (41a) follows from (31). The expected value (41b) is obtained by routine inte-
gration.
(b) The distribution function of L2n is
FL2n .x/ D Prob fLn 6
p
xg D 2 an−1
an
Z px
0
.1 − y2/.n−3/=2 dy:
Differentiation gives (42a). Formulas (42b) then follow from (B.6) with
p D n − 1
2
; q D 1
2
:
(c) Let A.t/ D area fx 2Sn V Pn−1iD1 x2i 6 t2g. Then
A.x/D2
Z
06
Pn−1
iD1 x2i 6x2
dx1    dxn−1q
1 −Pn−1iD1 x2i
D2 .n − 1/ vn−1
Z x
0
rn−2p
1 − r2 dr: (46)
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The distribution function of Hn is
FHn .x/ D Prob fHn 6 xg D
A.x/
an
;
which is differentiated to give the density
fHn .x/D
A0.x/
an
D 2 an−1
an
xn−2p
1 − x2 (by (46)/
proving (43a).
(d) The distribution function of H2n is
FH2n .x/ D Prob fHn 6
p
xg D 2 an−1
an
Z px
0
yn−2p
1 − y2 dy:
Differentiation gives (44a). Formulas (44b) then follow from (B.6) with
p D 1
2
; q D n − 1
2
: 
Combining (42b) and (44b), we conclude
E fL2ng C E fH2ng D 1
as expected, since for any unit vector x D .x1; : : : ; xn−1/,
x2n C
 
n−1X
iD1
x2i
!
D L2n C H2n D 1:
This also explains why L2n and H2n have the same variance.
Example 6 (Probabilistic proof). A probabilistic proof of (30) is given by writing
n vn − an
2 an
D
Z
Bn−1
2
4n
vuut1 − n−1X
kD1
x2k −
1q
1 −Pn−1kD1 x2k
3
5
dx1    dxn−1
an
(by (C.5) and (C.2));
D
Z
Bn−1
"
.n − 1/ − n
n−1X
kD1
x2k
#
dx1    dxn−1
an
q
1 −Pn−1kD1 x2k
: (47)
By (40), this is the expected value of .n − 1/ − n Pn−1kD1 X2k , for .X1; X2; : : : ; Xn/
uniformly distributed on Sn. It then follows from (44b) that the right-hand side of
(47) is zero, proving that an D n vn.
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Appendix A. Illustrations with DERIVE
The integrations of this paper can be done symbolically. We illustrate this for the
symbolic package DERIVE, [5], omitting details such as the commands (e.g. Sim-
plify, Approximate) and settings (e.g. CaseMode:=Sensitive, InputMode:=Word)
that are used to obtain these results.
For convenience, we define
EVAL.f; x; x0/ VD LIM.f; x; x0/
evaluating a function f .x/ at x D x0.
(a) The Radon transform .Rf /.n; y/ of (22) is computed for n D 2 by,
RADON_2.f; x1; x2; a; b; y/
VD
Z 1
−1
EVAL

f; Tx1; x2U;
h
x1;
y
b
− a
b
x1
i
dx1
p
a2 C b2
jbj ; (A.1)
where n D .a; b/, and b =D 0 is assumed.
The 3-dimensional Radon transform .Rf /.n; y/ is computed by,
RADON_3.f; x1; x2; x3; a; b; c; y/
VD
Z 1
−1
Z 1
−1
EVAL

f; Tx1; x2; x3U;

x1; x2;
y
c
− a
c
x1 − b
c
x2

 dx1 dx2
p
a2 C b2 C c2
jcj ; (A.2)
where n D .a; b; c/, and c =D 0.
(b) The density of a linear functionP i Xi is, by (25),
DENSITY_2.f; x1; x2; a; b; y/ VD RADON_2.f; x1; x2; a; b; y/p
a2 C b2 ; (A.3a)
DENSITY_3.f; x1; x2; x3; a; b; c; y/
VD RADON_3.f; x1; x2; x3; a; b; c; y/p
a2 C b2 C c2 (A.3b)
for n D 2 and n D 3, respectively.
(c) The density in Example 1 is computed by,
DENSITY_2

EXP
−(x21−2x1x2Cx22 =.2.1−2//
2
p
1−2 ; x1; x2; a; b; y

: (A.4)
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Declaring  2 T−1; 1U, (A.4) simplifies to
p
2 EXP
h
− y22 .a2C2 a b Cb2/
i
2
p

p
a2 C 2 a b  C b2 (A.5)
proving (27).
(d) If .X1; X2; X3/ are independent and  N.0; 1/; then the density of a X1 C
b X2 C c X3 is computed by
DENSITY_3
 
.2p/−3=2 EXP
"
−x
2
1 C x22 C x23
2
#
; x1; x2; x3; a; b; c; y
!
giving
p
2 EXP
h
− y22 .a2Cb2Cc2/
i
2
p

p
a2 C b2 C c2
showing that a X1 C b X2 C c X3  N.0;
p
a2 C b2 C c2/.
(e) In Example 2, the density of a X1 C b X2 is computed by
DENSITY_2 .CHI.0; x1; 1/CHI.0; x2; 1/; x1; x2; a; b; y/ ; (A.6)
which gives
jy − a − bj
2ab
− jy − aj C jy − bj − jyj
2ab
(A.7)
a rearrangement of (28). Similarly, if X1; X2; X3 are independent and  U.T0; 1U/,
the density of a X1 C b X2 C c X3 is computed by
DENSITY_3 .CHI.0; x1; 1/CHI.0; x2; 1/CHI.0; x3; 1/; x1; x2; x3; a; b; c; y/
giving
− .y − a − b − c/ jy − a − b − cj
4abc
C .y − a − b/ jy − a − bj
4abc
C .y − a − c/ jy − a − cj
4abc
− .y − a/ jy − aj − .y − b − c/ jy − b − cj C .y − b/ jy − bj C .y − c/ jy − cj − y jyj
4abc
Appendix B. The gamma and beta functions
The gamma function C.p/ is
C.p/ VD
Z 1
0
xp−1 e−x dx: (B.1)
Its properties include:
C.1/ D 1; (B.2a)
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C.p C 1/ D pC.p/; (B.2b)
C

1
2

D p: (B.2c)
The beta function is
B.p; q/ VD
Z 1
0
.1 − x/p−1 xq−1 dx: (B.3)
It satisfies:
B.p; q/ D C.p/C.q/
C.p C q/ ; (B.4a)
B.p; q C 1/
B.p; q/
D q
p C q ; (B.4b)
B.p C 1; q/
B.p; q/
D p
p C q ; (B.4c)
where (B.4b) and (B.4c) follow from (B.4a) and (B.2b). A random variable X has
the beta.p; q/ distribution, denoted X  .p; q/, if its density is
.xj p; q/ VD .1 − x/
p−1 xq−1
B.p; q/
; 0 6 x 6 1; (B.5)
in which case we verify, by repeated applications of (B.4b) and (B.4c),
E fXg D q
p C q ; Var fXg D
p q
.p C q/2 .p C q C 1/ : (B.6)
Note that .p; q/ =D .q; p/ if p =D q , while B.p; q/ D B.q; p/ for all p; q .
Appendix C. Spheres and balls in Rn
Integrals onSn, in particular the area an, can be computed using spherical coor-
dinates, e.g. [9, Section VII.2], or the surface element ofSn, e.g. [8]. An alternative,
simpler, approach is to use (4), representing the “upper hemisphere” as .Bn−1/,
where  D .1; 2; : : : ; n/ is
i.x1; x2; : : : ; xn−1/ D xi; i 2 1; n − 1;
n.x1; x2; : : : ; xn−1/ D
vuut1 − n−1X
iD1
x2i :
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The Jacobi matrix is
J D
0
BBBBBBBB@
1 0    0
0 1    0
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
0 0    1
− x1
xn
− x2
xn
   − xn−1
xn
1
CCCCCCCCA
and its volume is easily computed:
vol J D
vuut1 C n−1X
iD1

xi
xn
2
D 1jxnj D
1q
1 −Pn−1iD1 x2i
: (C.1)
Example C.1 (Area ofSn). The area an is twice the area of the “upper hemisphere”.
Therefore, by (C.1),
anD2
Z
Bn−1
dx1dx2    dxn−1q
1 −Pn−1iD1 x2i
; (C.2)
D2
Z 1
0
dvn−1.r/p
1 − r2 (using spherical shells of radius r
and volume dvn−1.r//;
D2 an−1
Z 1
0
rn−2p
1 − r2 dr ((by (30)):
Therefore,
an
an−1
D
Z 1
0
.1 − x/−1=2 x.n−3/=2 dx (using x D r2);
DB

n − 1
2
;
1
2

D
C

n−1
2

C

1
2

C
(
n
2
 (C.3)
and an can be computed recursively, beginning with a2 D 2p, giving (31).
Example C.2 (Volume of Bn). The volume of the unit ball Bn can be computed by
(30) and (31),
vn D 
n
2
C
(
n
2 C 1
 ; n D 1; 2; : : : (C.4)
Alternatively, the volume vn can be computed as the limit of the sum of volumes of
cylinders, with base dx1    dxn−1 and height 2
q
1 −Pn−1kD1 x2k ,
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vn D 2
Z
Bn−1
vuut1 − n−1X
kD1
x2k dx1    dxn−1 (C.5)
a routine integration, similar to Example C.1.
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